
MARKETING GUIDE 

build IDENTITY and community 
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Having a strong presence on Instagram and

TikTok is key to maintaining and growing your

business. 

Consistent posts build a sense of identity and

community among your clients. It also shows

potential clients who you are and why they

need to be a part of your amazing community.

I create a sense of identity and community by

using keywords that represent your business. I

include keywords in hashtags to reach

potential clients. 



I’M ANNA!
I love life! I will have you laughing the

whole time! I can't help it! I 'm your hype

girl! I can’t wait to hype up you and your

business.

I have done wedding photography for many

years! I adore capturing love on wedding

days, but I also adore capturing the magic

within the community of a small business.

I believe small businesses are the source of

strong community. I love working with

small businesses to help them share their

magic with their neighbors!



WHY REELS

Instagram and TikTok run on algorithms. It

is important to know how the algorithms

function so your post can be successful.

Currently the Instagram algorithm favors

accounts that post one reel a day. The only

way to grow on Instagram is by posting a

reel day.

The way to grow on TikTok is by posting 2

to 3 videos a day. The TikTok algorithm

favors content that is longer format and

more personal and conversational. 



STATS
Anna is so great! We love working with her!

She has helped us so much! Her reels are

amazing - Hopkins Dance Company



PACKAGES
1 story a day

1 reel a day

45 min of filming every two weeks

30 min optional monthly consultation meeting

Instagram reels - $250 a month

2 videos a day

45 min of filming every two weeks

30 min optional monthly consultation meeting

tiktok - $400 a MONTH

1 insta story a day

1 reel a day

2 tiktok a day

45 min of filming every two weeks

30 min optional monthly consultation meeting

COMBO - $600 A MONTH
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*I can customize a package to fit your needs  



PROCESS
lets set up a phone call so i can answer your questions and

we can get to know each other!

Phone call

message me your are ready to build community

sign the contract

pay the first invoice

book me

Establish YOUR key words and branding

confirm your goals

make a content plan

planning meeting
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Thank you!

Schedule a phone call1.

Email or text me you're ready to

BUILD COMMUNITY AND IDENTITY 

2.

Pay your deposit!3.

Sign your contract!4.

www.mnweddingphoto.com
hello@annafloerschphotography.com

NEXT STEPS

612-741-7019


